Measurement Invariance Between Genders on Two Measures of Borderline Personality Disorder.
Gender bias in the diagnosis and assessment of borderline personality disorder (BPD) has been the subject of much controversy in the psychological research literature. Evidence regarding differential prevalence rates and diagnostic rates in clinical settings between genders has been mixed, and measurement bias is one potential explanation for these mixed findings. A total of 340 participants were recruited from a Midwestern university and four outpatient community mental health clinics. They were administered two structured clinical interviews for BPD that were then evaluated for measurement invariance. Both the SCID-II BPD scale and the PDI-IV BPD scale were found to be measurement invariant between genders. No significant differences were found on the SCID-II BPD scale in diagnosis or overall number of criteria endorsed. However, in the rates of endorsement of individual criteria, differences were found in the unstable relationships item.